Stuck on a Desolated Island, a Young boy Finds Enlightenment through ‘A Journey Within’

LouAnne Ludwig offers spiritual guidance through new fable

RIVERSIDE, Calif. (PRWEB) February 14, 2019 -- Presented in the form of a fable, “A Journey Within” (published by Balboa Press) by LouAnne Ludwig offers methods to help people gain spiritual wisdom and self-knowledge, while bringing more peace and tranquility to their everyday experience.

A young soul is marooned on an island. Visited by a mysterious and all-powerful mentor, the boy learns to apply and practice an abundance of amazingly useful new skills, thus overcoming every obstacle he faces. The more the young hero learns, the more solid his base becomes from which to develop the gifts he came into his lifetime to express.

“It’s hard not to put a book down after reading it - thinking you will surely utilize the concepts - but life takes off once again with its dramas and soon the ideas have faded from mind,” Ludwig says. “This book is set up to easily refer back to any given chapter which covers a technique you need a refresher on. The stories are simple yet infectiously charming so they will stick in your mind as they help you to utilize the process in your own life.”


“A Journey Within”
By LouAnne Ludwig
Hardcover | 5.5 x 8.5 in | 108 pages | ISBN 9781982202231
Softcover | 5.5 x 8.5 in | 108 pages | ISBN 9781982202248
E-Book | 108 pages | ISBN 9781982202255
Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble

About the Author
LouAnne Ludwig is an author, speaker and spiritual counselor. She channels ascended masters and is proficient in many fields of metaphysics including mediumship. She tunes into beings, living and deceased to gain information necessary for helping her clients to awaken their full potential. More information about Ludwig is available on her website: https://www.louanneludwig.com.

Balboa Press, a division of Hay House, Inc. – a leading provider in publishing products that specialize in self-help and the mind, body, and spirit genres. Through an alliance with indie book publishing leader Author Solutions, LLC, authors benefit from the leadership of Hay House Publishing and the speed-to-market advantages of the self-publishing model. For more information, visit balboapress.com. To start publishing your book with Balboa Press, call 877-407-4847 today. For the latest, follow @balboapress on Twitter.
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